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2.0.crypt.Q: Dynamically insert controls into a webpage I
have a scenario in ASP.Net 2.0 where I need to create a page
with a dynamic number of controls and set their properties
based on other controls. I have one control which has a list of
possible controls to be added on the page (say GroupName)
and the other is a default value for this control (ie.
GroupName="Default"). The scenario is that I have a group
of controls (GroupName=Group1) and I want to add them to
the page (say XHTML1) and the value for the group name
should be automatically set to Default and all the other
controls in the group should have a specific name (say
XHTML2). Is there a way to do it? A: I would create an
object, declare the properties in an array, and then iterate
through them using an anonymous object to create the
controls dynamically. There are plenty of examples online of

https://bytlly.com/2sFw8x


how to do this. For instance, here's one: Here's how to use
the above approach: Dim props As New ArrayList
props.Add(New TextBox() With {.ID = "XHTML1_",.Text =
"This is XHTML1"}) props.Add(New TextBox() With {.ID =
"XHTML2_",.Text = "This is XHTML2"}) .... etc.... MyObject
= New Type With {.Xhtml1 = props.Item(0),.Xhtml2 =
props.Item(1),.Yhtml1 = props.Item(
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